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TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

MOST POWERFUL RADICAL’S EVER 
FEATURING POWERRAIL TECHNOLOGY. 

HEAD engineers have developed a major breakthrough  
in high performance racquet design.  PowerRAILS  
Technology is an all new advanced beam cross section  
in the throat area of the racquet.  PowerRAILS  
dramatically increases torsional stiffness delivering  
unprecedented power with stunning pinpoint control.

GRAPHENE 360 | AMPLIFY YOUR ENERGY

Graphene 360 forms the structural base of the racquet,  
strategically positioned in the shaft and extending into the  
racquet head. It provides greater stability and optimized  
energy transfer from racquet to ball to maximize the power  
of your game.
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TECHNOLOGY

GRAPHENE TOUCH. 

You have come to expect excellence with each generation of 

HEAD Graphene technology. Now experience the perfect  

combination of power and comfort with GRAPHENE TOUCH. 

We have re-engineered the construction with the latest 

Graphene material and added Kraibon for improved shock 

absorption. This delivers unparalleled comfort without 

compromising the power level of Graphene.

Less shock, more wow.

POWER NEVER FELT
SO GOOD

CHANGE YOUR GAME. ANYTIME.

AFP: Adaptive Fan Pattern technology allows you to customize your string pattern to maximize your game. 
With HEAD‘s new racquet and bumper technology, you are able to choose between the 16/16 traditional or 
12/16 extreme fan pattern each time you string. 

• 16/16 Traditional String Pattern is designed for players with faster swing speeds that need maximum 
power while increasing precision and string durability.

• 12/16 Modified Fan Pattern is designed for players with all swing speeds that are looking to maximize 
power. This modified fan pattern keeps the center eight mains the same as in the 16/16 pattern but 
eliminates four of the outer main strings. This maintains the dense pattern in the sweet spot area 
while still lowering swingweight and increasing string deflection delvering incredible power and soft 
feel on every shot.



TECHNOLOGY

Innegra™ is the world‘s lightest high performance fiber. Its extreme toughness together with HEAD‘s 
advanced carbon composite technology leads to a novel ultra-tough hybrid-composite.

The HEAD Innegra™ hybrid-composite structure is integrated into the racquet for shock absorption 
and improved stability. As a result, vibrations are reduced by up to 17% on ball impact for unique 
control and precision. This protects the player from the forces of a ball impact.

The next generation of HEAD‘s revolutionary Inner Grommet System Technology (IGS2) eliminates 
exterior grommet holes delivering optimal stiffness, but with less weight.

HEAD takes Power Channels to the next level! This power technology is created through molded tubes 
in the throat, eliminating exterior string holes and the traditional grommet system. This lengthens 
each main string and creates maximum stiffness which results in an incredible increase in raw power.

HEAD‘s patented twin tube construction is strategically placed in the head of the racquet to provide 
maximum stability. This ensures incredible power even on off-center shots.

Metallix is one of the lightest and strongest alloy materials today. This alloy‘s grain size is 1000 times 
smaller than those of a typical metal, and by decreasing grain size, performance is increased. HEAD 
Metallix allows for a stronger, stiffer, more powerful construction.

Delta Frame: A new optimized frame shape with constant beam width allows for the largest sweetspot possible that is high on the string bed, and
      incredible power and feel.

DFS (Dynamic Frame Shape): DFS increases racquet maneuverability and creates a larger sweetspot, and a faster swing for more power.

V-PORTS: V-PORTS are new channels in the throat of the racquet creating longer main strings for substantial increase in power. The frame is solid in
                 the throat area for incraesed stiffness, and better power and feel.

H-Beam: H-Beam is a hexagonal frame shape that increases racquet stiffness and stability, creating maximum power, feel, and sweetspot.

Dynamic PowerZone String Pattern: HEAD‘s innovative string pattern just got better with even longer main strings and reduced cross strings to
             create the most power possible!

Damp Plus: Damp Plus absorbs impact vibration before it can reach the handle for better feel.

HEAD‘s new ComforTech™ Grip Technology incorporates a specially formulated PU material into the racquet 
handle. This creates a softer grip and dampens vibrations for the ultimate in comfort and playability.



TECHNOLOGY & RACQUETS

EXTREME SERIES

EXTREME 155 
At just 155 grams, the Extreme 155 has been upgraded to feature HEAD’s revolutionary 

Graphene Touch Technology. Effortless raw power with extreme comfort offers 

competitive players the most technologically advanced racquet in the world! For 

maximum power, utilize HEAD’s Adaptive String Pattern to re-string the frame with 12 

main strings instead of the standard 16 and prepare to feel the BOOM! 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Graphene 360, ASP, Delta Frame, Power Channels™, 

  Power Stabilizer

BEAM 21 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 155 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 285 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN ASP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast

ITEM # 221009

EXTREME 165 
Featuring all the same new technologies as the Extreme 155, the Extreme 165 has slightly 

more mass and a more even balance point. This racquet is a must try for all serious 

players in both the 16/16 string pattern and the 12/16 pattern (ASP).  

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Graphene 360, ASP, Delta Frame, Power Channels™, 

  Power Stabilizer

BEAM 21 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 165 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 275 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN ASP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast

ITEM # 221019



EXTREME SERIES

EXTREME 175 
The preferred racquet of US OPEN Doubles Champion and top touring professional 

Markie Rojas, the Extreme 175 delivers more mass for awesome power, with a head light 

balance point for lighting quick performance. In addition, this model can also be strung in 

either the standard 16/16 pattern or the max power 12/16 pattern with HEAD’s Adaptive 

String Pattern Technology (ASP). 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Graphene 360, ASP, Delta Frame, Power Channels™, 

  Power Stabilizer

BEAM 21 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 175 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 270 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN ASP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast

ITEM # 221029

EXTREME EDGE 
At just 175 grams the upgraded Extreme Edge now features Innegra Technology. Despite 

the incredible value, this racquet is still packed with all our high-end features including 

Megablast string, Hydrosorb grip, ASP Technology, and Power Channels just to name a 

few. Ideal for recreational and competitive level players. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Innegra™, ASP, Delta Frame,  Power 

 Channels™, Power Stabilizer

BEAM 21 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 175 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 275 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN ASP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast

ITEM # 221049



RACQUETS

RADICAL SERIES

RADICAL 160
 
The lightest racquet in HEAD’s Radical Series featuring PWRail, Graphene Touch, 

AFP, and ComforTech Grip Technologies. At just 160 grams, this racquet is designed 

for players with fast swing speeds that demand ultimate performance on every shot. 

Incredible power and maximum maneuverability is the backbone of the Radical Series. 

Also available in a great Paola Longoria cosmetic. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY PWRail, Graphene Touch, AFP, ComforTech, IGS2™,  

 Power Channels™, Power Stabilizer

BEAM 24/22/22.5 mm

HEAD SIZE 106 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 160 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 278 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN AFP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast 17

ITEM # Radical 160 - 221108 

 Radical 160 Paola Longoria - 221138

RADICAL 170
 
One of HEAD’s most popular racquet weights, now with PWRail Technology, the 170 offers 

a bit more mass with less weight in the head of the racquet to maximize swing speed and 

maneuverability. Competitive players will generate awesome power and precision with 

the Radical 170. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY PWRail, Graphene Touch, AFP, ComforTech, IGS2™,  

 Power Channels™, Power Stabilizer

BEAM 24/22/22.5 mm

HEAD SIZE 106 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 170 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 268 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN AFP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast 17

ITEM # 221118



RADICAL SERIES

RADICAL EDGE 
Innegra Technology puts this 175 gram racquet into a new level of performance. 

Players of all levels can experience the Radical advantage at a price that is truly 

unbelievable. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Innegra™, AFP, ComforTech,  IGS2™,  

 Power Channels™,  Power Stabilizer

BEAM 24/22/22.5 mm

HEAD SIZE 106 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 175 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 275 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN AFP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast 17

ITEM # 221148

RADICAL 180 
This racquet now with PWRail Technology, is designed for players with slower 

swing speeds looking for more mass but still want effortless maneuverability. By 

lowering the balance point to a head light feel, you are able to use the additional 

mass and increase swing speed to create explosive power. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY PWRail, Graphene Touch, AFP, ComforTech, IGS2™,  

 Power Channels™, Power Stabilizer

BEAM 24/22/22.5 mm

HEAD SIZE 106 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 180 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 263 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP Hydrosorb

STRING PATTERN AFP - 16/16, 12/16

RECOMMENDED STRING MegaBlast 17

ITEM # 221128



RACQUETS

LASER

INNEGRA LASER 
Featuring one of HEAD’s most popular technologies ever, the newly designed 

Innegra Laser weigh in at 180 grams. With a modern new frame shape and 

eye popping cosemetics, the Laser will dominate the competition. Let Innegra 

Technology power your game to the next level. 

PRODUCT DETAILS     
TECHNOLOGY Innegra, V-PORTS, Dynamic Frame  

 Shape (DFS), MegaSorb Dampener

BEAM 21 mm

HEAD SIZE 105 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 180 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 260 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP SofTac

STRING PATTERN 16/16

RECOMMENDED STRING Synthetic

ITEM # 221208

METALLIX CYCLONE 
The all new MX Cyclone features Metallix Technology with stunning cosmetics. 

This extremely durable alloy frame has been upgraded to include the Dynamic 

PowerZone String Pattern and is the perfect choice for beginning level players 

looking for crisp power right from the start. 

PRODUCT DETAILS      
TECHNOLOGY Metallix™, H-Beam, Damp Plus, MegaSorb Dampener

BEAM 20 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 185 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 270 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP SofTac

STRING PATTERN Dynamic PowerZone 16/16

RECOMMENDED STRING Synthetic

ITEM # 223007



METALLIX SERIES

METALLIX FIRE 
HEAD’s most durable alloy frame, the newly designed MX Fire offers Metallix Technology 

to players trying the sport for the first time. This frame is also ideal for colleges and clubs 

offering rental racquet programs. 

PRODUCT DETAILS                 NEW 
TECHNOLOGY Metallix™, H-Beam, Damp Plus

BEAM 20 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 190 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 270 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP SofTac

STRING PATTERN Dynamic PowerZone 16/16

RECOMMENDED STRING Synthetic

ITEM # 223017

METALLIX HURRICANE RACQUETBALL PACK 
Everything you need to get started at an incredible value! Don’t let the low price fool you; 

the MX Hurricane Pack features a frame with Mettallix™ Technology, two Penn Ultra-Blue 

raquetballs which are the best-selling racquetballs in the sport, HEAD’s #1 selling Impulse 

protective eyewear, and a free Fran Davis - Building Your Racquetball Dream House DVD offer. 

PRODUCT DETAILS                 NEW
TECHNOLOGY Metallix™

BEAM 20 mm

HEAD SIZE 107 in2

WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 190 g

BALANCE (UNSTRUNG) 270 mm

LENGTH 22 in

GRIP SofTac

STRING PATTERN Dynamic PowerZone 16/16

RECOMMENDED STRING Synthetic

ITEM # 223027



GLOVES

RACQUETS & GLOVES

AMP PRO CT 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
CopperTech®

Premium Cabretta Leather palm with diamond embossed pattern for 

ultimate soft feel

Leather backed thumb for increased durability

Dry Zone perforated fabric for ultimate fit and ventilation

Airprene for increased knuckle protection and ventilation. The ribbed 

structure also allows the glove to bend with your hand for ultimate 

grip and comfort.

Available in         Right Hand: XS, S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 988016

BALLISTIC CT 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
CopperTech®

Black Premium perforated Cabretta Leather for a soft, cool grip

Synthetic leather with silicon pattern on ring and pinky fingers for 

extra feel and gripping power

Leather backed thumb, index, and middle fingers for increased 

durability

Airprene for increased knuckle protection and ventilation. The ribbed 

structure also allows for ultimate grip and comfort.

Available in         Right Hand: XS, S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 988026

BALLISTIC CT PINK 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
Endorsed by Paola Longoria

Available in         Right Hand: XXS, XS, S, M, L

              Left Hand: S, M, L

ITEM # 988036

COPPERTECH®

• Copper Infused Technology

• Improved health and performance

• Supports improved circulation and oxygenation of working muscles

• Helps prevent strain and fatigue by keeping muscles warm

• Wicks sweat away form the body to prevent odor

• Provides support for muscle stiffness, soreness, and pain

• Helps reduce recovery time of muscles



GLOVES

SENSATION 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
Pittards® Premium tacky leather provides ultimate gripping power; 

the tack is infused into the leather vs. sprayed on like the competition 

guaranteeing more tack on every use

Airprene is used for full coverage knuckle protection and ventilation

High-performance stretch Lycra® for ultimate comfort

DuraMesh is ultra lightweight mesh that maximizes comfort and air 

circulation

Terry wristband for additional sweat absorption

Available in         Right Hand: S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 986022

AIRFLOW TOUR 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS        NEW
Premium perforated Cabretta Leather palm allows air to flow through 

the glove keeping your hand cool and dry for excellent grip and feel

Airprene is used for increased knuckle protection and ventilation. The 

ribbed structure also allows the glove to bend for ultimate grip and 

comfort.

High performance CoolTech™ Spandex for maximum circulation, 

cooling, and comfort

Innovative Blad Spandex helps increase durability while keeping the 

hand cool

Available in         Right Hand: S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 986137



GLOVES

GLOVES

CONQUEST 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS       NEW
Cabretta ultra-soft leather palm is combined with a naturally tacky 

silicon palm strip creating the best of both worlds: a soft, lightweight 

glove with a tacky strip right where you need it for the ultimate grip!

Airprene is used for full coverage knuckle protection and ventilation. 

Innovative Blad Spandex helps increase durability while keeping the 

hand cool

High performance CoolTech™ Spandex for maximum circulation, 

cooling, and comfort

Available in         Right Hand: S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 986157

WEB 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
Silicon web pattern on the palm for increased gripping power

New palm material for increased feel and flexibitily

More silicon webbing in key areas for increased durability

High performance CoolTech™ Spandex for maximum circulation, 

cooling, and comfortable fit

CoolTech™ Microfiber CoolMesh for maximum circulation, cooling, 

and comfortable fit

Dive pads for added protection and durability

Available in         Right Hand: S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 986044

RENEGADE 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
Premium textured leather with ultra-soft treatment provides 

enhanced durabitily with long lasting performance and comfort

High performance CoolTech™ Spandex for maximum circulation, 

cooling, and comfortable fit

CoolTech™ Microfiber CoolMesh for maximum circulation, cooling, 

and comfortable fit

Leather and padded dive pads for added protection and durability

Available in         Right Hand: S, M, L, XL

              Left Hand: M, L, XL

ITEM # 986052



EYEWEAR

PRODUCT DETAILS
Modern and lightweight impact resistance frame

Three color distortion free poly carbonate interchangeable lenses

Clear - for all court conditions

Amber - ideal for glass courts and darker playing conditions

Smoke - ideal for outdoor or extremely bright conditions

Extra durable anti-scratch and anti-fog treated lenses

99.9% UV protection

Soft, non-slip nosepieces fo rultimate comfort

Fitted temples with rubber inlay for a comfortable and stable fit

Adjustable elastic strap to hold eyewear in place during play

High-quality eyewear storage/lens cleaning bag

ITEM #     988000

RAPTOR
 

PRODUCT DETAILS             
Lightweight and perfectly balanced for ultimate performance

Extra durable anti-scratch and anti-fog treated lenses

99.9 percent UV protection

Soft, non-slip nosepieces for enhanced fit and comfort

Modern design temples for perfect fit

Large rubber temple inlay to create comfortable, stable fit

Adjustable elastic strap to hold eyewear in place during play

High-quality eyewear storage/lens cleaning bag included

ITEM #         988016         

ICON PRO

ITEM #          988026

ICON PRO PAOLA LONGORIA

PRODUCT DETAILS
Single curved distortion free polycarbonate lens

Extra durable, anti-scratch and anti-fog treated shield

Vented shield design provides airflow for additional fog protection

Lightweight impact resistant frame

Shock absorbent brow bridge

Adjustable temples with rubber inlay provides a comfortable fit

Adjustable clip-on elastic strap holds eyewear in place while you play

High-quality storage/lens cleaning bag included

ITEM #     988017

POWERZONE SHIELD

The perfect eyewear for any playing condition.

Official eyewear of HEAD Pros including Rocky Carson.

Official eyewear of HEAD Pros including Paola Longoria.

Sleek wraparound shield design for optimum peripheral vision.



IMPULSE

PRODUCT DETAILS
Ultra-lightweight design

Goggle style one-piece lens for maximum protection

Adjustable hinged-style temples for extra comfort

Distortion-free, shatter-proof polycarbonate lens

Anti-fog treated lens

99.9% UV protection

Adjustable clip-on strap holds eyewear in place during play

High-quality eyewear storage/lens cleaning bag

ITEM #     988067

PRODUCT DETAILS
Stylish, lightweight impact resistant frame

Distortion-free polycarbonate lens

Extra durable anti-scratch and anti-fog treated lenses

99.9% UV protection

Clear, soft, non-slip PVC nosepiece

Adjustable temples provide a comfortable fit

High-quality lens cleaning bag included

ITEM #     988007

PRO ELITE

PRODUCT DETAILS             
Stylish, lightweight impact resistant frame

Distortion-free polycarbonate lens

Anti-scratch and anti-fog treated lenses

Soft and comfortable non-slip nosepiece

Rubber inlay in end of temples for more stability

Adjustable elastic strap to hold eyewear in place during play

High-quality lens cleaning bag included

ITEM #     988047

RAVE

HEAD eyewear meets the safety standards for Racquetball  as 

required in the Official Rules of the Sport: ASTM F803-14

Ball impact.

EYEWEAR

EYEWEAR

One of HEAD’s best-selling eywear, now at a great value.

Stylish and lightweight for ultimate comfort and protection.

The protection of a goggle with the comfort of an eyeglass 

in a cool style.



COLORS  

ITEM #           281094, available in 16g & 17g

STRING

STRING
GRIPS

DAMPENER

GRIPS

COLORS  

ITEM #           285045

MEGABLAST
Designed specifically for racquetball

Multifilament center core with a co-polymer braided multi-

filament wrap creates a high elastic “snap-back” string that 

delivers maximum power

Textured co-polymer coating

Adds duarbility and less string movement

Comes standard in all high-end racquets

HYDROSORB
FEATURES

Ideal racquetball length and thickness

Twin-Channel System for the ultimate in 

comfort and airflow

Power perforations

High-Tack elastomer surface

BENEFITS

Designed specifically for racquetball

Incredible combination of shock 

absorption and cushioning

Optimal moisture reduction

Tacky surface ensures firm grip

COLORS  

ITEM #           985000

TACKI-MAC SERRATED MT
FEATURES

Raised serrated traction pattern

Kraton rubber surface

One piece slide-on grip

BENEFITS

Ultimate non-slip grip

Excellent feel, especially when com-

bined with a glove

Easy installation

COLORS  

ITEM #           285100

TACKI-MAC IRT PRO
FEATURES

Recessed surface textured pattern

Kraton rubber surface

One piece slide-on grip

BENEFITS

Ultimate non-slip grip

Excellent feel, especially when 

combined with a glove

Easy installation

DAMPENER

COLOR  

ITEM #           285138

MEGASORB
FEATURES

Soft rubber elastomer compound

Unique Stay-Fit design

Lightweight

BENEFITS

Absorbs maximum vibration

Unique Stay-Fit design prevents accidental loss during play

Designed specifically for racquetball

Easy installation

COLOR LEGEND
Black

Blue 

Red

White

Black/White

Black/Red



ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

T-SHIRTS

ACCESSORIES
T-SHIRTS

COLORS  

ITEM #           285075

WRISTBAND 2.5”
 

100% cotton

2 per pack

COLORS  

ITEM #           285065

WRISTBAND 5”
 

100% cotton

2 per pack

COLORS  

ITEM #           285085

HEADBAND
 

100% cotton

1 per pack

PENN RACQUETBALL T-SHIRT
Gray, 100% pre-shrunk cotton

Available in Adult S, M, L, XL, 

XXL

ITEM #           987045

HEAD RADICAL PERFORMANCE 
T-SHIRT                
100% Polyester jersey knit

Aqua FX® for wicking properties

Freshcare® for anti-microbial properties

Men’s Sizing Available in: S, M, L, XL, XX L 

ITEM # 987148

Women’s Sizing Available in: S, M, L, XL

ITEM # 987158

HEAD EXTREME PERFORMANCE 
T-SHIRT                
100% Polyester jersey knit

Aqua FX® for wicking properties

Freshcare® for anti-microbial properties

Men’s Sizing Available in: S, M, L, XL, XX L 

ITEM # 987129

Women’s Sizing Available in: S, M, L, XL

ITEM # 987139



BAGS

RACQUETBALL TOUR BAG 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
L X W X H     25 x 16 x 13 in

Large main compartment with interior mesh accessory pockets

Racquet compartment for up to 4 racquets with CCT+

Large accessory/racquet compartment - can hold up to 4 additional 

racquets

Vented shoe compartment

Exterior zippered accessory pocket

Double padded eyewear compartment

Separate wet clothes bag

Backpack style, adjustable shoulder straps for easy carrying

Top and end carry handle

ITEM #     283738

RACQUETBALL PRO BACKPACK 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
L X W X H     12 x 11.5 x 19 in

Larger main compartment with zippered accessory pocket inside

Center racquet compartment with auto-stop zippers - can hold up to 2 

racquets

Large additional accessory compartment

Front exterior accessories pocket

Vented shoe/wet compartment

Two side pouches

Removable glove cord

Padded back for optimal airflow and comfort

Adjustable shoulder straps and carrying handle

ITEM #     283758

RACQUETBALL COVERBAG 
 
PRODUCT DETAILS
Racquet cover for 1 racquetball racquet with front accessory pocket

ITEM #     285022

PRODUCT DETAILS
L X W X H 12 x 7 x 19  in

Large main compartment with interior mesh accessory pockets

Racquet compartment with locking zippers for up to 2 racquets

Exterior zippered accessory pocket

Bottom shoe/ wet clothes pocket

Mesh waterbottle pockets

Padded, adjustable shoulder straps for easy carrying

Built in fence hook

Wet Accessory/Glove cord

Top carry handle

ITEM # 283768

RACQUETBALL ELITE BACKPACK



BAGS & FOOTWEAR

FOOTWEAR

        HEAD FOOTWEAR TECHNOLOGIES

HEAD Energy Frame
Inspired by our ski boots, the 
side wings guarantee the best 
stability when moving side to 
side. These stability elements 
have been specifically designed 
and developed for sports where 
lateral support is extremely 
important. This technology is a 
key element in all our stability 

HEAD Lateral Control
HEAD includes additional 
lateral stability in all our top 
performance shoes to help avoid 
rolling over.  

HEAD Drift Defense
In order to have a complete 

indoor shoe, the upper needs to 

be durable, especially around 

the toe and medial forefoot 

area. HEAD uses an abrasion 

resistant rubber or a TPU layer 

in the Drift Defense technology 

to protect this area. 

HEAD Cooling System
Perforations in the outsole, 

midsole and sockliner ensure 

great ventilation in the bottom 

of the shoe.  It also includes a  

breathable upper mesh material 

that provides optimal cooling. 

HEAD Hybrasion+
A special rubber compound 

developed for indoor shoes.  

Guarantees the best traction 

for all court surfaces while still 

providing excellent durability.

 PLAY WITH THE NEW 
              REVOLT INDOOR.

UPPER
Durable synthetic leather materials

Breathable lining and upper mesh materials

Drift Defense medial protection

Energy Frame TPU heel stabilizer

ALLCOURT
Hybrid outsole Profile optimized for different indoor surfaces

HEAD HYBRASION non-marking gum-rubber.

MIDSOLE
EVA midsole for great cushioning

REVOLT INDOOR
The HEAD Revolt Indoor is a premium performance indoor shoe that combines the often-opposing optimum combination 
of comfort and stability for the most secure feel.

ART NO 273709

COLORS raven / neon green



RACQUETBALLS

PRO PENN HIGH DEFINITION 
 
The official ball of the IRT and US OPEN is a 

revolutionary high performance racquetball. Penn 

joined forces with the top professional players in the 

world on the IRT to develop a softer more lightweight 

racquetball with ultimate performance 

and consistency. 

ITEM #     551831

PRO PENN PINK 
 
Penn’s newest introduction, the Pro Penn Pink brings 

eye-popping visibility to both indoor and outdoor 

courts.  Fast, crisp, and durable, the new Pro Penn Pink 

has been getting rave reviews since its debut. In fact, 

it was recently named as the Official Ball of the Ladies 

Professional Racquetball Tour and is the preferred ball 

for World #1 Paola Longoria! 

ITEM #     551862

PRO PENN GREEN 
 
The official ball of USA Racquetball makes Pro Penn 

the most widely used ball in amateur tournament 

play. High speed, consistent playability, and increased 

durability make Pro Penn Green the choice of players 

who know The Ball Matters™. 

ITEM #     551841



RACQUETBALLS

RACQUETBALLS

PENN BALLISTIC 2.0 
 
The Penn Ballistic 2.0 is Penn’s fastest ball. Increased 

speed allows for the most intense racquetball ever. 

Designed for outdoor racquetball with explosive speed 

and increased durability. The Ballistic 2.0 is also great 

for lightning fast indoor play. 

ITEM #     551402

PENN ULTRA-BLUE 
 
The World’s #1 Selling Racquetball. This ball has 

set the standard for which all other racquetballs are 

measured. More players choose the Penn Ultra-Blue 

racquetball for its long, lively, consistent play. Always a 

great value, the Penn Ultra-Blue delivers. 

 

Also available in a 12-Ball Giant Can. 

ITEM #     3-Ball Can - 551791 

               12-Ball Giant Can - 551793
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HEAD.COM/RACQUETBALL    PENNRACQUET.COM/RACQUETBALLS    FACEBOOK.COM/HEADPENNRACQUETBALL

Tour Partner to the IRT
Tour Partner to the LPRT
Presenting Sponsor of Fran Davis Camp Series

Official Ball of IRT
Official Ball of LPRT
Official Ball of World Outdoor Racquetball
Official Ball of USA Racquetball
Official Ball of US OPEN
Official Ball of Fran Davis Camp Series
Official Ball of NMRA
Official Ball of Military Racquetball Federation


